
DCC 2018 Project Overview    

Each presentation week has a different topic, so presentations can’t be rescheduled.

Space  (26 June)

Our initial expression: 

Putting pieces of the Tokyo urban puzzle together for easiest mobility, better personal orientation to 
the city, and - perhaps - greater contentment. We move through urban spaces following signs and 
established routines, often oblivious to what it above and below us, and the other places and paths 
through the city that are close to us physically but cognitively remote because of the mental maps 
we hold. Parallel planes and proximate paths. Above + below. Taking a taxi, riding a bike, or 
travelling together with another person, or following instructions an unfamiliar destination, 
sometimes helps us to ‘join up’ our limited mental maps of the city. ‘Never knew that was just 
around the corner’. Groups working on this topic will reflect on the varied ways in which people 
navigate the spatiality of Tokyo, with more or less help from signage and other shared navigation 
tools. Articulating, concisely, and effectively, such insight is an important starting point. From there 
each group with then look for clues to possibilities for better spatial explanation, through the 
exploration of one or more particular sites in Tokyo.

Some potential initial explorations: 

Above/below: Visit an elaborate interlinked subterranean network of subway access points and 
retail spaces, being alert to how signage helps people to orient themselves, and ‘what is being 
pointed to’. For instance, does the signage rely completely on the dual signing systems of subway 
lines (with their effective visual cues) and exit numbers. The latter are of little use if you don’t know 
what number you want, but maps placed by subway ticket barrier exits are supposed to overcome 
that.

Initially amongst yourselves, and then through conversations with many others, inquire as to 
whether underground systems can be disorienting, or at least limiting experientially, to some 
people. Do people who know an above-ground landscape well still get disoriented underground? 
How many people take the first exit to escape being underground? Do people stay underground, or  
stay aboveground, because that is more familiar to them?

Look for, and at, instances of innovative communication design in underground spaces that help 
people orient to the landscape above. Impressive efforts have been made in the Shibuya 
subterranean system, which is in stark and useful contrast to the visual disorder above ground as 
made construction around part of the station precinct continues. Shibuya is a good starting point 
for understanding the evolving practice of urban signage. It is not to be a case study in itself as it is 
too obvious.

Proximate paths: How much ‘path dependency’ is there in the journeys that people make through 
the city? Do people stick to familiar train and walking routes, perhaps ‘wasting time’ but gaining 
short term assurance? Does the design of ‘apps’ that help journeys accommodate explorations of 
the most efficient journeys? For instance, compare the implications of checking train times from 
and to known stations with ‘dropping a pin’ in Google maps or Apple maps and searching using 
current or chosen location. The latter may more often generate unexpected but more efficient 
pathways. What are the implications for visitors without data plans, or for app design (and this is 
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changing rapidly now). What other factors lead people to stick to familiar paths? For instance, 
uncertainties about lift access for those with a baby stroller, or a walker or wheel chair?

How does taking taxis, buses, or bicycles change people’s understanding of how the city ‘fits 
together’ that might be obscured by the mental maps associated with reliance on public transport?

For both areas of inquiry, above/below & proximate paths (roughly distinguished between vertical 
and horizontal differentiation, but blurred), look too for examples of innovative communication 
design practice elsewhere.

Place  (3 July)

Our initial expression:

How well do places in Tokyo ‘tell their stories’? Our primary concern is with foreign visitors who do 
not speak Japanese, and therefore cannot benefit from existing localised and city-wide efforts to 
narrate places. Yet, as a vital starting point for this endeavour we will also survey and evaluate 
what has been done in Japanese, and what is effective, as a starting point. How well known, or 
well told, are the histories of places in the city told? Or the changing topography and ecology of the 
city? A number of Japanese television programs and published guides have provided rich insights 
in past versions of Tokyo places yet arguably much of that knowledge is not well shared, or noticed 
when efforts are made, in the actual sites. Groups will bring a good understanding of what is 
already done to narrative places in Tokyo to/in Japanese, what could be done better, and then how 
that might also be shared with foreign visitors to the city. 

Some potential initial explorations:

Research (‘desk research’ and ‘field research’) into established practices of marking, narrating, and 
memorialising places of significance in Tokyo. Who decides what matters historically, what gets 
told? Are there significant biases?  For instance, towards politics, literary figures, and neglect of 
commercial history, natural history, past topography etc? Trees often get labelled in Tokyo, and 
sometimes reconstructed ecosystems around parks are so too. The decor of railway stations 
sometimes references the history of the site, more or less subtly. What might be missing still? What 
is done in English? Are there ‘public-private partnerships’ for communicating stories of place?

Do desk research on good practice elsewhere, to see what the established boundaries of the 
possible and the ideal are in narrating places? London and Paris provide obvious starting places.

A next stage is to explore how what both residents of Tokyo, and visitors to the city, might like to 
know more about the places they inhabit and pass through. Of course some people are 
instinctively curious, some are not, and many are in-between. Everybody carries mental maps and 
narratives about the places they are in though, often ill-formed and limiting of the ways that they 
will see and judge the city. How might the rich complexity and history of the city be better made 
part of the everyday experience of moving through it? How might a balance be struck between 
avoiding information overload, visual clutter, and enabling deep engagement with the history of the 
city by those with an interest? In the final stage of your research there is scope for innovative 
proposals, potentially involving an analogue/digital interface, perhaps through the very materiality 
of the city itself (for instance, increasingly images and text are embedded in the outer fabric of 
buildings, in some countries at least).
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Name  (10 July)

Our initial expression: 

What’s in a name? A lot, to answer Shakespeare’s rhetorical question, and most is lost if one 
cannot ‘catch it’ when spoken, remember it, or articulate it to others. We will explore how names 
are communicated to foreigners visiting Tokyo public places - names of places, but also of 
institutions, foods and others that are key to experiencing the city. We will ask what can be done 
better, through a deep insight into the diverse experiences of non-Japanese speaking visitors to 
Tokyo.

Some potential initial explorations: 

There is much anecdotal evidence that a linguistic wall of non-familiarity, non-intelligibility, can 
create mental barriers to deep empathetic engagement with an unfamiliar place and its peoples.

Some people (a function of personality types) are made hesitant, ‘disempowered’ (often through 
modesty, empathy, embarrassment etc) in not being able to articulate names of places, foods, 
people etc. To enable your inquiries into the Japanese case, it would be helpful to go some general 
‘desk research’ into the psychology, linguistics, anthropology of such effects.

Turning then to Japan: How difficult are Japanese names ‘to catch’ (hear and make sense of) when 
spoken, for foreigners of varied linguistic backgrounds? How familiar are the basics of Japanese 
pronunciation? Does the visual representation of Japanese in romaji (eg variance in spacing etc) 
make a difference to intelligibility? To what degree do ‘kanji background’ non-Japanese speakers 
(ie. primarily Chinese speakers, Mandarin and dialects, but also some classically educated 
Koreans too) have a different experience?

Seek insight (and initially, explore creatively how you might seek insight) into the experiences of 
foreigners visiting Tokyo. How many have some familiarity with the Japanese language? For those 
who have almost none, what techniques, ‘work arounds’ do they use to help them remember and 
recognise Japanese names? There may be important design hints in these pragmatic responses. 
Gaining insight takes patience, empathy, and direct communications with a range of visitors. 

In the latter stage of your project, explore, empathetically and creatively, how better communication 
design might:
• enhance intelligibility when seen, heard
• enhance memorability
• provide ‘teachable moments’, allowing people to learn a little Japanese as they make journeys 

through the city, consume meals and experiences (providing greater emotional connectivity, 
‘personal ownership’ of their Japan experiences, a feeling of ‘personal efficacy’, satisfaction).
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